
Verifeyed+ Alarm System

Video Verification 
Meets A.I.

www.orbisprotect.com
08000 830 850

Our web based customer portal makes it easy 
to keep an eye on all your sites 24/7. We also 
store your images for 12 months so you will 

have access to all captured footage and time 
lapse capabilities.

Unparalleled Access

Our new market leading video verification solution is 
designed to protect vulnerable areas where CCTV is 
either too expensive to install and maintain or simply 
inaccessible. Our new solution addresses common 
issues around poor photo quality and detection range.  
The proprietary design allows for the system to be up 
and running in a matter of a few minutes. It is battery 
powered and uses wireless communication.

Our technology automatically detects and 
classifies images on alarm photos using 
predefined classification categories. The 
confidence level and distance estimate of 
each detection is displayed to the operator. 
This detects intruders and saves operator 
time and eliminates nuisance alarms. 
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How it works
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Detector proprietary algorithm 
detects intruders within 35m 
detection range. Using A.I. the 
system will identify what the 
object is e.g. people, vehicles or 
animals. HD quality photos are 
instantly sent to control center. 

A visual alarm is delivered to 
the control center and can 
then be forwarded to security 
personnel or police in seconds.

Verifeyed doesn’t miss an event. Instant 
reaction enables prevention of crime, and 
your assets or premises remain safe and 
protected.
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Bridge relays data to control centre. Distance 
between bridge and control centre is 
unlimited. 4G, 3G, 2G Bridges available.
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Intruder: person 97% ~14m 
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Solution Features & Benefits

Relevant Accreditations and Memberships

The UK’s leading vacant property management protector, established in 1981, 
every year we secure over 30,000 properties, inspect around 45,000, perform 

over 100,000 clean and clearances and protect over 35,000 lone workers.

A bit about us

www.orbisprotect.com

Certificate Number 1209
ISO 9001, ISO 14001,  

OHSAS 18001, ISO 27001

@orbisprotect

Security Memberships Quality, Environment, Health & Safety Credentials

Responsible TraderHealth & Safety Credentials

For a demonstration or just a conversation about our video verification, get in touch today. 

info@orbisprotect.com
or follow us

Day and night camera

Ideal for external and internal use

400 days battery life

Intelligent control centre

Quick and easy installation

Wireless connectivity

Camera detection range - 35m

Built-in object verification

Higher quality resolution for more accurate footage

Works well in a range of environments (weather proof - IPx7)

Less time maintaining equipment

Footage sent to security personnel or police in seconds

Can be easily relocated as your site evolves

No cabling costs, cut cable costs and delay in work to move cables

Greater site coverage compared with usual 12m range

Elimination of false alarms through intelligent analytics

Features Benefits


